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WHAT WE WILL ACCOMPLISH

The pervasiveness of digital
How to identify the digital habits of your
customer base
Keys to having an effective digital presence
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HISTORY OF DIGITAL MARKETING

Media Trends

1892
1920s

In 1892, Sears & Robuck mailed their
first catalogue, and Direct Mail
Marketing was born. 

Invention of the Gutenberg printing press in
Europe makes it easier to mass-produce 
 text and illustrations. The first regularly
printed newspaper appeared in 1605, also
in Germany.

In the late 1860s, businesses suddenly had
the ability to purchase outdoor space for
advertising. Billboards sprang up all over the
country.

After the Industrial Revolution, radio
advertising became the new way to
attract customers.

1450

1860s

1940s

1990s

Social Media Advertising built upon search
marketing, and offered new, hyper-
targeted ways to reach customers with
your brand's message. Facebook started in
2006, and YouTube started showing video
ads in 2007.

Television Advertising began in the 40s,
ushering in a new age for marketers and
brands.

The birth of the Internet and World Wide
Web heralded an exciting new platform for
digital advertising, first with banner ads.

2006

Hulu ran its first streaming ad in 2009,
but OTT advertising has only been
widely accesible to marketers since
around 2017.

2009

1998 1998 The launch of Google as an online
search tool began the process of defining
multiple digital platforms including
operating software, website design, SEM
and much more.
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GOOGLE'S AD REVENUE (IN BILLIONS) 2002-2021
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SEARCH ENGINE MARKET SHARE
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SOCIAL MEDIA USERS 2004-2019

Source: Our World in Data
https://ourworldindata.org/rise-of-social-media

Media Trends
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SOCIAL MEDIA USER DEMOGRAPHICS

Media Trends
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The Challenges of New Platforms
User base

Prices are usually lower before a platform hits critical mass
Analytics

Platform analytics vary, and it's hard to compare apples to
oranges

Is it a good fit?
Just because a platform is popular, doesn't mean it's right
for your business
(TikTok isn't for everyone)
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How to Win 
at 

Leveraging Digital
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Facebook boosted posts
Basic SEM
simple videos
simple email blasts
(Constant Contact)

Primary 
(First Steps, Owner-driven,

limited media partners)

How can a small business utilize digital marketing?

Claim your Google My
Business page
Build a website
Install Google Analytics
Create a Facebook page.

Basic 
(Foundational, Must-have)

Targeted Google Ads
SEO
Facebook/Instagram
campaigns
Targeted email marketing

Proactive 
(Tactics that might require a
media partner, based on ROI

expectations) 

 

Best Practices
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Observational Data
Who are your customers? 
Who is coming into your business?

Empirical Data
Capturing zip codes from transactions

ZipDataMaps.com
Google Analytics from your website
Facebook audience demographics

Trends
Do your homework from multiple sources 

(DO NOT rely solely on a single rep)

Know Your Customers
AND THEIR DIGITAL HABITS!
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Google Analytics
Ask your web developer to install a
Google Analytics Code in the header
or footer of your site to observe:

Traffic (and traffic sources)
Top pages
Demographics
Geography

Know Your Customers
AND THEIR DIGITAL HABITS!
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Meta Insights
(Facebook/Instagram)

Know Your Customers
AND THEIR DIGITAL HABITS!

Run reports

See top-performing content

Get audience ages/geography

EG



Make sure you understand all the
different terms
Do what you can do well yourself
Buy enough at first to ensure it’s
effective (Don’t go too shallow, don’t go
too deep)
Spend to match your ROI expectations.

Be Smarter
AND BUY SMARTER
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Glossary
Impressions: 
the number of times your ads were onscreen

Landing Page Views: 
The number of times a user clicked an ad link that
successfully loaded the destination website 

Link Clicks: 
The number of clicks on links within the ad that led to
advertiser-specified destinations

Reach: 
The number of people who saw your ad at least once.
Different from Impressions, which is the number of
times your ad was shown. Impressions may include
multiple times your ad was shown to the same person. 

Conversions: 
Conversions are the number of users who clicked on
an ad and then completed an action on the website,
as defined by the advertiser. 

Cost-Per-Result: 
The average cost per result from your ads. Results
could be link clicks, landing page views, form
submissions, or other results as defined by your
campaign objective. 

CTR: 
Click-through-rate. The percentage of users who
clicked an ad after they saw it (clicks divided by
impressions).
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Digital Marketing Best Practices
It doesn't have to be expensive
It doesn't have to be complicated
Coliseum Central can get you
started with a listing on their
website

3. Build a simple website

 

Claim your Google My
Business Listing

1.
Account setup 

Business owner
should use their
personal account

Account security
Select a trusted user
as "Admin"

Don't let your content
get stale

Try to post 2x/week

2. Create Social Media Accounts
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DIY Visual Markeitng

Find the Light
Shoot near windows/natural light!
invest in a ringlight+tripod

Be aware of your surroundings
 Background noise (visual and audio)
For video, you can use an external mic with
your phone

Use your phone's manual focus (tap the screen)
Utilize Portrait Mode
In-phone editing

use an automatic setting
or manually adjust brightness, contrast,
saturation, and temperature to get your desired
results)

Photography/Video
A high-quality smart phone camera can do a great job
of capturing photo and video. Here are some tips:

Automatic Settings Manual Editing
EG



DIY Digital Marketing
Most organic posts only reach 2% of your
audience. 
You can easily boost your post to increase reach 

age
geography (city/zip code)
people who like your page
interests/hobbies

religion
race
political affiliations
social causes

Social Media Advertising

Audience demographics: (Meta Business Suite)

Criteria you CAN'T target:

Reels
Video "reels" on Instagram and

Facebook do extremely well
organically because the algorithm

favors them right now. 
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How Much Should I Spend?

Google can provide a budget estimate for conversions
(cost-per-acquisition)
Facebook and Instagram can provide "estimated reach," but
it's a bit more trial-and-error to determine what your
budget can be

How much potential revenue is there with a single
customer?
How many "conversions" do you need to get that ROI?

Don't go too shallow, don't go too deep.

Spend to match your ROI expectations (return on investment)

WHAT DOES YOUR CONVERSION FUNNEL 
LOOK LIKE?

AWARENESS

INTEREST

CONSIDERATION

PURCHASE
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Next Level Digital
Targeted Display Advertising- Most common tactics outside of social media and Google

Brand your business and build awareness while consumers surf the web, use apps, and more
Display is targeted- reach the consumers you're looking for, no matter the device they're using.
Geofencing- choose a specific area (ie. competitor or tourist area). After they leave that area, target
consumers with your message for up to 30 days. Great for restaurants, events, and more!

OTT (Roku, Hulu, YouTube, Video)
Combine the impact of TV with the precision of digital.
Reach cordcutters
Layer in behaviors and dempgraphics, not based on the content they're watching, but more specifically to
the consumers you're trying to reach.
Target at screen size and in many cases with non-skippable ads

Streaming Radio (Spotify, Pandora)
Streaming services have replaced CDs, like CDs replaced cassette years ago. 
Very targetable with a captive audience. 
Target specific radius

Email Marketing
Send e-mails to a specific audience. Once they open the e-mail you can continue to engage with display ads
as they browse the web.
Purchase lists to combine Email Marketing and Direct Mail efforts.
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Summary

Cover the basic platforms – Google My Business, your website, and your Facebook page.
Make sure all your sites accurately reflect who you are and what you do.
Focus on reaching your target audience.
Make sure your messages are both engaging and relevant.
Don’t be discouraged.  Internet marketing is a bit science and trial-and-error.  Call for
professional help if you ever feel you’re out of your depth!

Keys to having an effective digital presence:

The pervasiveness of the digital world:
A digital strategy is imperative for every business

How to identify the digital habits of your customer base:
By doing simple research and using readily available online tools, you will figure
out the best people to reach and how to reach them.
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Questions?
 


